Myocardial lipid metabolism in compensated and advanced stages of heart failure: evaluation by canine pacing model with BMIPP.
The normal myocardium uses primarily fatty acid as its energy source, but, as heart failure develops, the myocardial fatty acid metabolism is limited. In this study, impairment of the lipid metabolism in heart failure was serially evaluated with 123I-(rho-iodophenyl)3-(R,S)-methylpentadecanoic acid (BMIPP), a radioiodinated fatty acid analog. Rapid ventricular pacing was introduced in 10 beagle dogs. Dogs were subjected to hemodynamic assessment and measurement of catecholamine before and after pacing. After 1 wk (group A; n = 4) and 4 wk (group B; n = 6) of pacing, BMIPP was injected directly into the left anterior descending artery; its extraction, retention, and washout rate in the early phase were calculated, and the metabolites in the myocardium were evaluated using high-performance liquid chromatography. These factors were compared with those of healthy control animals (group C; n = 6). The left ventricular ejection fraction and cardiac output decreased significantly in groups A and B after pacing. The pulmonary capillary wedge pressure did not change in group A but increased significantly in group B. Plasma norepinephrine increased progressively as heart failure developed but did not reach statistical significance. The washout rate in the early phase increased, significantly in groups A and B compared with that of group C. Extraction and retention of BMIPP did not change in group A. In group B, extraction tended to decrease and retention decreased significantly compared with that of group C. The levels of full metabolite formed by complete oxidation of BMIPP decreased, and backdiffusion of BMIPP increased significantly in groups A and B compared with that of group C. Myocardial blood flow did not change among the three groups. Our study indicates that myocardial fatty acid oxidation begins to be inhibited and that washout of BMIPP increases in the compensated stage of left ventricular dysfunction but that myocardial extraction and retention of fatty acid are definitely impaired in the advanced stage of heart failure. Therefore, as assessed by BMIPP, the myocardial lipid metabolism is related to the pathophysiology of the development and worsening of heart failure.